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2.1.5. Numeral:

Numeral is a word denoting a number or quantity.

The number is a grammatical category distinguishing between
singular and plural. The numerals are divided into (1) Cardi-

nals, (2) Ordinals, and (3) Fractions.

2,1.5.1. Cardinal:

The cardinal numerals are used f^ counting. The
cardinal numerals are either primary or derived. The primary

ones are monomorphemic words. The derived ones are

formed by combining two or more primary numerals.

2.1.5.1.1. Primary Numeral

:

The following are the primary numerals.

e:k *one'

du 'two'

tRa 'three'

ehor 'four'

puA? 'five'

sa 'six'
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twenty [ 2 x 20 = 40] . The number fifty is derived both by
multiplication and addition [2 x 20 + 10 = 50]

.

The fallowing are some of the derived numerals

:

bifidazS 'thirty' [20 + 10]

iubiSu 'forty' [2 x 20]

dubiSida ;5 'fifty' [2 x 20 + 10]

jRahiSu 'sixty' [3x20]
tRabisidazS 'seventy' [3 x 20 + 10]

Ihac biSu 'eighty [4 x 20]

8hoRbi5ida;S 'ninety' [4 x 20 + 10]

There are altemte forms pina : htRabiSu, pina : AChoRbiSu

and pina: n pu: hsbiSu for the numerals fifty, seventy, and
ninety respectively. The word pina :h means 'half and it is

not used anywhere except in this context.

pina : n tRa biSu 'fifty' [2^A x 20]
pina :n ghoRbiSu 'seventy' [3% x 20]

pina :n puns biSu 'ninety' [^A x 20]

For the niunerals between multiples of ten, the forms

for the numerals from one to ten are added to the preceding

mialtiple of ten. The following are some example

:

biSie:k
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puA^stoh

sala:k

sa:|.Ia:k

a:;tkaRod
nukaRod

'five thousttids'

'six lakhs'

'seven lakitt'

'eight croras'

'nine cropes

2.1.5^. Ordinals:

The ordinals are used to indicate the order and they

mcxiify the primary numerals. ThesufHx -siR is added after

the cardinal to form the ordinal. The following are some of

the ordinal numerals.

^usiR
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